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Drupal Module Development
Successfully architect a Drupal 8 website that scales to
meet project requirements of any size and scope.
Starting with a one-chapter review of Drupal basics,
you'll dive into deeper topics including software
development processes, architecting a Drupal site,
scaling Drupal, working effectively with themes, and
more. In addition to a thorough discussion of custom
module development and how to develop modules as
building blocks, you'll also review many common ways of
integrating Drupal with other 3rd party systems. Building
and maintaining an enterprise-ready Drupal website
presents a unique set of challenges and complexities.
From development processes and content management
to deployments, version control and more, all aspects of
Drupal development are impacted when two or more
developers are on a project. If you are involved in a
Drupal project that requires frequent updates and longterm support from a team of developers, system
administrators, and end-users, Enterprise Drupal 8
Development is for you. Whether you're an experienced
Drupal developer looking to expand your skills, a
systems administrator managing a Drupal project, or a
PHP developer new to Drupal, Enterprise Drupal 8
Development will give you the knowledge and inspiration
you need to manage large and complex projects. What
You'll Learn Architect Drupal for development teams and
apply best practices for large Drupal projects Integrate
3rd party applications with Drupal Manage content, code,
and configuration across multiple staging environments
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Build a consistent user experience for administrators and
content creators Who This Book Is For The primary
audience is intermediate to advanced Drupal developers
who are working on large-scale Drupal projects and
advanced PHP developers new to Drupal The secondary
audience is IT Professionals such as Systems
Administrators managing Drupal projects
Mastering Drupal can lead to a mighty website - discover
what Drupal 8 can really do with hidden techniques, best
practices, and more! About This Book The most up-todate advanced practical guide on Drupal 8 with an indepth look at all the advanced new features such as
authoring, HTML markup, built-in web services, and
more If you are looking to dive deep into Drupal 8 and
create industry-standard web apps, then this is the ideal
book for you All the code and examples are explained in
great detail to help you in the development process Who
This Book Is For This book is ideally suited to web
developers, designers, and web administrators who want
to dive deep into Drupal. Previous experience with
Drupal is a must to unleash the full potential of this book.
What You Will Learn Discover how to better manage
content using custom blocks and views Display content
in multiple ways, taking advantage of display modes
Create custom modules with YAML and Symfony 2
Easily translate content using the new multilingual
capabilities Use RESTful services and JavaScript
frameworks to build headless websites Manage Drupal
configuration from one server to another easily In Detail
Drupal is an open source content management system
trusted by governments and organizations around the
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globe to run their websites. It brings with it extensive
content authoring tools, reliable performance, and a
proven track record of security. The community of more
than 1,000,000 developers, designers, editors, and
others have developed and maintained a wealth of
modules, themes, and other add-ons to help you build a
dynamic web experience. Drupal 8 is the latest release
of the Drupal built on the Symfony2 framework. This is
the largest change to the Drupal project in its history.
The entire API of Drupal has been rebuilt using Symfony
and everything from the administrative UI to themes to
custom module development has been affected. This
book will cover everything you need to plan and build a
complete website using Drupal 8. It will provide a clear
and concise walkthrough of the more than 200 new
features and improvements introduced in Drupal core. In
this book, you will learn advanced site building
techniques, create and modify themes using Twig, create
custom modules using the new Drupal API, explore the
new REST and Multilingual functionality, import, and
export Configuration, and learn how to migrate from
earlier versions of Drupal. Style and approach This book
takes a practical approach with equal emphasis on
examples and illustrative screenshots.
A complete lifecycle guide to planning and building a site
with Drupal Drupal allows you to quickly and easily build
a wide variety of web sites, from very simple blog sites to
extremely complex sites that integrate with other
systems. In order to maximize what Drupal can do for
you, you need to plan. Whether you are building with
Drupal 6 or 7, this book details the steps necessary to
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plan your site so you can make informed decisions
before you start to build. Explains how to define the
scope of your project Shows you how to create a design
plan taking into consideration how Drupal works Helps
you make informed decisions regarding development
methodologies, environments, standards, and site
security Reviews ways to assess the use of existing
and/or custom Drupal modules Teaches you how to
avoid common pitfalls that can impact a successful site
launch Walks you through preparing for post-launch site
maintenance and management tasks Details
incorporating the nature of open source systems into
your management strategies Identifies ways to interact
with members of the Drupal community The processes
and techniques provided in this book will empower you to
create a successful and sustainable site with Drupal.
A practical tutorial for creating your first Drupal 6
modules with PHP.
Over 100 clear step-by-step recipes to create powerful,
great-looking Drupal themes.
Offers information on the most effective ways to use
Drupal in web site building, including setting up a
development environment, updating moducles quickly,
and using using Git, the free version control system.
This book is packed with clear instructions and careful
explanations for creating a powerful social networking
site using Drupal 7. With each chapter, you add new
features and content until your social network is ready to
be released to the Internet where it can grow. By the end
of this book, you will have a powerful social network
which you can either choose to model on the case-study,
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or create to your own unique design. This book is aimed
at anyone looking to create their own social networking
website, including: Businesses - building a social
network around a product or service can improve your
company profile and increase customer loyalty, while an
internal social network gives you employees a place to
keep resources, discuss ideas, raise concerns, and keep
up to date on company policies. Hobbyists - create a
community around your hobbies and interests; create a
local or distributed user group. Organizations and
charities - raise your profile, promote your events,
services, and fundraisers, and get help from the
community in organizing them. Families - for large
families based across the country or across the globe,
keep up to date with everyone, and let everyone know
what you are up to. You don't need any experience of
Drupal or PHP to use this book. If you are a Drupal user
you will find this book a great way to rapidly tailor an
existing installation into a socially orientated website.
Harness the power of Drupal 8 to create enterprisegrade, highly scalable websites About This Book Build
complete, complex websites with no prior knowledge of
web development entirely using the intuitive Drupal user
interface Ensure your sites are modern, responsive and
mobile-friendly through utilizing the full features available
in Drupal 8 Quickly master theme administration, custom
block layouts, views, and the Twig template structure
Who This Book Is For This course is suitable for web
developers, designers, as well as web administrators
who are keen on building modern, scalable websites
using Drupal 8 and its wide range of new features What
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You Will Learn Set up a local “stack” development
environment and install your first Drupal 8 site Find out
what is available in the Drupal 8 core Integrate thirdparty front-end and back-end libraries with Drupal
Understand the plugin system that powers many of
Drupal 8's new APIs to extend its functionality Build
custom block layouts with reusable and fieldable blocks
Work with the new Twig PHP templating engine Develop
a theme from scratch following a step-by-step project
outline In Detail This Drupal 8 course takes you through
the journey of building, extending, and customizing
websites to build highly scalable and enterprise-ready
websites. The first part—Learning Drupal 8—takes you
step by step through building a Drupal 8 website. You
will start with the basics, such as setting up a local
“stack” development environment and installing your
first Drupal 8 site, then we move on to image and media
handling and extending Drupal modules. This section will
help you get to grips with the modular nature of Drupal,
and you'll learn how to extend it by adding new
functionalities to create your new modules. After learning
to develop and manage a modern and responsive
website using Drupal 8, you'll start exploring different
techniques to take advantage of the new Drupal 8
features. The next module—Drupal 8 Development
Cookbook—is your go-to guide to experimenting with all
of Drupal 8's features through helpful recipes. You will
explore techniques to customize and configure the
Drupal environment, create blocks and custom modules,
as well as make your web apps responsive by
harnessing the mobile-first feature of Drupal 8. This
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module will also show you how to incorporate
multilingual facilities in your sites, use web services and
third-party plugins with your applications from inside
Drupal 8, and test and deploy your apps. In the third
part—Drupal 8 Theming with Twig—you will master Drupal
8's new Twig templating engine to customize the look
and feel of your website. This section will walk you
through a real-world project to create a Twig theme from
concept to completion while adopting best practices to
implement CSS frameworks and JavaScript libraries.
You will see just how quick and easy it is to create
beautiful, responsive Drupal 8 websites while avoiding
the common mistakes that many front-end developers
make. By the end, you will have learned how to develop,
manage, extend, and customize an enterprise-level
website. This Learning Path combines some of the best
that Packt has to offer in one complete, curated package.
It includes content from the following Packt products:
Learning Drupal 8 by Nick Abbott and Richard Jones
Drupal 8 Development Cookbook by Matt Glaman Drupal
8 Theming with Twig by Chaz Chumley Style and
approach This course offers a thorough coverage of
developing, managing, extending, and designing highly
scalable websites using the Drupal 8 platform. Filled with
practical examples and recipes, this course is a great
combination of example-driven learning complemented
by interesting techniques to take advantage of the Drupal
platform.
Visual QuickStart Guides, designed in an attractive
tutorial and reference format, are the quickest, easiest,
and most thorough way to learn applications, tasks, and
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technologies. The Visual QuickStart Guides are a smart
choice and guide the learner in a friendly and respectful
tone. Visually presented with copious screenshots, the
focused discussions by topic and tasks make learning a
breeze and quickly take you to exactly what you want to
learn. The free and open-source package Drupal is one
of the most user-friendly and popular web content
management systems (CMSes) available. Sites built on it
are highly visible and include The White House and
Amnesty International. Its web-based interface allows
those with little or no experience to create professionallooking sites quickly while its flexibility gives them access
to such features as blogs, polls, and forums. Drupal 7:
Visual QuickStart Guide uses plenty of screenshots and
step-by-step instructions to walk a reader through the
process of building a site using Drupal. To begin, the
book details the process of downloading and unpacking
Drupal, creating the MySQL database, and installing
Drupal. It then moves on to explain the administrative
interfaces, how to select a visual theme and create and
customize content, and how to improve access to that
content. Next the book walks readers through managing
user accounts, customizing Drupal’s look and feel, and
extending Drupal with modules. Although Drupal 7:
Visual QuickStart Guide is written for beginners, it goes
beyond the basic package to ease readers into
advanced topics. A glossary and cross-references
throughout the book give readers complete possession
of the concepts, vocabulary, and steps necessary to
reach Drupal mastery. From start to finish, it’s a
complete guide for getting up and running with Drupal 7.
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Drupal is a free and open-source content management
system (CMS) that many libraries use to create welldesigned, easy-to-use and manage websites. Ken
Varnum guides you step by step through the decisions
and tasks needed to develop and launch a Drupalpowered site and learn the advantages of the open
source approach. The book offers hints and suggestions
to work with your IT department, colleagues, and
management as you develop your technical
specifications. The implementation chapter guides you
through installing Drupal, adding modules, developing
your own themes (page layouts), and describes librarian
created modules that have been shared with the
community and can be downloaded and installed on
anyone's site. You also get advice on marketing your
site, best practices for project management and
development, and measuring the success and impact of
the site once it launches.
How to develop powerful mobile Web sites using popular
content management systems (CMS) Mobile is the
hottest thing going—and developing content for mobile
devices and browsers is even hotter than that. This book
is your guide to it all—how to design, build, and deploy
sites, blogs and services that will work brilliantly for
mobile users. You’ll learn about the state-of-the-art of
mobile web development, the tools available to use, and
the best practices for creating compelling mobile user
interfaces. Then, using the most popular content
management systems, WordPress, Joomla!, and Drupal,
you’ll learn how to building world-class mobile web sites
from existing platforms and content.. The book walks you
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through each platform, including how to use third-party
plug-ins and themes, explains the strategies for writing
your own logic, how to switch between mobile and
desktop, and much more. Provides a technical review of
the mobile landscape and acquaints you with a range of
mobile devices and networks Covers topics common to
all platforms, including site topologies, switching between
mobile and desktop, common user interface patterns,
and more Walks you through each content management
platform—WordPress, Joomla!, and Drupal—first focusing
on standard plug-ins and themes and then exploring
advanced techniques for writing your own themes or
logic Explains the best practices for testing, deploying,
and integrating a mobile web site Also explores
analytics, m-commerce, and SEO techniques for mobile
Get ahead of the the mobile web development curve with
this professional and in-depth reference guide!
Little drops of Drupal make a mighty website: An experts
guide to mastering Drupal 8About This Book* The most
up-to-date advanced practical guide on Drupal 8 with an
in-depth look at all the advanced new features such as
authoring, HTML markup, built-in web services, and
more* If you are looking to dive deep into Drupal 8 and
create industry-standard web apps, then this is the ideal
book for you* All the code and examples are explained in
great detail to help you in the development processWho
This Book Is ForThis book is ideally suited to web
developers, designers, and web administrators who want
to dive deep into Drupal. Previous experience with
Drupal is a must to unleash the full potential of this
book.What You Will Learn* Discover how to better
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manage content using custom blocks and views* Display
content in multiple ways, taking advantage of display
modes* Create custom modules with YAML and
Symfony 2* Easily translate content using the new
multilingual capabilities* Use RESTful services and
JavaScript frameworks to build headless websites*
Manage Drupal configuration from one server to another
easilyIn DetailDrupal is a very popular open source
content management framework that has taken the
awesomeness of developing websites to new heights
and has set a new standard for ease of use, while
offering innumerable ways to deploy your content to the
web. With a load of new features and improvements
introduced into the Drupal core, developers like you are
left thirsty for knowledge on how to make the best of all
these goodies.This step-by-step, comprehensive guide is
here to quench that thirst and take you through the
concepts that you never knew about advanced site
building, Twig theming, and extending Drupal's
functionality using the Drupal 8 API to develop custom
modules.The book kicks off with a touch on some
essentials such as using Pantheon to spin up an
installation. From there, you will learn how to administer
your Drupal installation, how to configure your site, and
how to manage users, roles, and permissions effectively.
The book will empower you by showing how you can
leverage the built-in web services, use the latest
authoring features, create amazing markup with HTML5,
and create industry-standard, professional-grade
websites.You will then explore RESTful services to
develop headless applications and learn how to translate
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content using the new multilingual functionality. You'll
see how to use configuration management to minimize
importing and exporting configurations, and finally
migrate content from one environment to another
seamlessly.This book will give you all the weapons you
need to handle and overcome any problems you might
be faced with so you can ultimately become the Drupal
"Ninja" in your organization.
Drupal 8 comes with a release cycle that allows for new
functionality to be added at a much faster pace.
However, this also means code deprecations and
changing architecture that you need to stay on top of.
This book updates the first edition and includes the new
functionality introduced in versions up to, and including
8.7.
This book takes a hands-on, practical approach to
software development. The authors, all professional
Drupal developers and contributors to the Drupal project,
provide accessible coding samples designed to exhibit
not only the technical merits and abilities of Drupal, but
also proper architectural and stylistic approaches to
coding on one of the world's most popular content
management systems. Every chapter provides fully
functional code samples illustrating the APIs and
strategies discussed in the chapter. With this foundation,
developers can quickly build sophisticated tools on their
own by making use of the strategies and techniques
exemplified in this book. If you are a PHP developer or a
Drupal user looking to dive into Drupal development then
you will find this book an excellent introduction to coding
within Drupal. Those with some Drupal experience will
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also find this an invaluable tool for updating their
knowledge about the powerful new features of Drupal 7.
Theme developers looking to extend their abilities will
find this an accessible introduction to PHP coding within
the Drupal environment. This book assumes that you are
familiar with basic PHP programming, along with HTML
and CSS. No experience with programming Drupal is
required, although it is also a handy way for experienced
Drupal developers to get up to speed with Drupal 7.
Learn to create and customize impressive Drupal 8
modules to extend your website's functionalities About
This Book Unleash the power of Drupal 8 programming
by creating efficient modules and extensions Explore a
plethora of Drupal 8 APIs and get the best out of them
using the power of PHP coding Learn to implement
efficient data management and data security by creating
dedicated modules for it. Who This Book Is For The
primary target of this book is Drupal developers who
want to learn how to write modules and carry out
development in Drupal 8. It is also intended for Drupal
site builders and PHP developers who have basic Object
Oriented Programming skills. A little bit of Symfony
experience is helpful but not mandatory. What You Will
Learn Write a Drupal 8 module with custom functionality
and hook into various extension points Master numerous
Drupal 8 sub-systems and APIs Model, store, and
manipulate data in various ways and for various
purposes Display data and content in a presentable and
secure way Learn about the theme system and render
arrays In Detail Drupal is an open source web-based
content management system (CMS) that can be used for
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building anything from simple websites to complex
applications. It enables individuals and organizations to
build platforms that engage users and deliver the right
content at the right time. Drupal 8 is an exciting new
development in the Drupal community. However, the
differences from the previous version are substantial and
this can put quite some pressure on Drupal 7 developers
that need to catch up. This book aims to help such
developers in getting up to speed with Drupal 8 module
development. The book first introduces you to the Drupal
8 architecture and its subsystems before diving into
creating your first module with basic functionality.
Building upon that, you will cover many core APIs and
functionalities available to module developers. You will
work with the Drupal logging and mailing systems, learn
how to output data using the theme layer and work with
menus and links programmatically. Then, you will learn
how to work with different kinds of data storages, create
custom entities, field types and leverage the Database
API for lower level database queries. Moreover, you will
learn about the Drupal 8 access system and caching
layer as well as the APIs used for data processing
(queues and batches). You will further see how to
introduce javascript into your module, work with the
various file systems and ensure the code you write works
on multilingual sites. Finally, you will learn how to
programmatically work with Views, write automated tests
for your functionality and also write secure code in
general. By the end of the book, you will have learned
how to develop your own custom module from scratch
that can help solve a small problem or even provide
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complex functionality. And who knows, maybe you'll
even contribute it back to the Drupal community. Style
and approach This book aims to introduce PHP
developers to programming concepts specific to Drupal 8
to get them started on writing their own functionality with
Drupal 8 and create efficient Drupal 8 modules and
extensions.
The Definitive Guide to Drupal 7 is the most
comprehensive book for getting sites done using the
powerful and extensible Drupal content management
system. Written by a panel of expert authors, the book
covers every aspect of Drupal, from planning a
successful project all the way up to making a living from
designing Drupal sites and to contributing to the Drupal
community yourself. With this book you will: Follow
practical approaches to solving many online
communication needs with Drupal with real examples.
Learn how to keep learning about Drupal: administration,
development, theming, design, and architecture. Go
beyond the code to engage with the Drupal community
as a contributing member and to do Drupal sustainably
as a business. The Definitive Guide to Drupal 7 was
written by the following team of expert Drupal authors:
Benjamin Melançon, Jacine Luisi, Károly Négyesi, Greg
Anderson, Bojhan Somers, Stéphane Corlosquet, Stefan
Freudenberg, Michelle Lauer, Ed Carlevale, Florian
Lorétan, Dani Nordin, Ryan Szrama, Susan Stewart,
Jake Strawn, Brian Travis, Dan Hakimzadeh, Amye
Scavarda, Albert Albala, Allie Micka, Robert Douglass,
Robin Monks, Roy Scholten, Peter Wolanin, Kay
VanValkenburgh, Greg Stout, Kasey Qynn Dolin, Mike
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Gifford, Claudina Sarahe, Sam Boyer, and Forest Mars,
with contributions from George Cassie, Mike Ryan,
Nathaniel Catchpole, and Dmitri Gaskin. For more
information, check out the Drupaleasy podcast #63, in
which author Benjamin Melançon discusses The
Definitive Guide to Drupal 7 in great detail: http://drupale
asy.com/podcast/2011/08/drupaleasy-podcast-63-epic

In Pro Drupal as an Enterprise Development
Platform authors Jamie Kurtz and Thomas Besluau
explain how developers can save themselves time
and money, and build their applications faster with
fewer bugs by using the Drupal CMS as a foundation
for their projects. The days when custom client
applications were built entirely from scratch are over.
Today, it makes business sense to use a flexible,
highly scalable framework such as Drupal, Joomla or
DotNetNuke as a foundation. This book focuses on
why Drupal makes a particularly strong choice for
the majority of developers. With an unprecedented
level of community support, tens of thousands of wellproven plug-ins and modules available for download,
and advanced content management rules and
configuration engines Drupal is flexible enough to
provide a firm base upon which almost all enterprise
application developers can build their own custom
solutions. As this book will make clear, it is no longer
necessary for developers to write complex
applications entirely from scratch for each of their
clients. Instead,they should begin by using an
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enterprise-class CMS like Drupal to provide a robust
foundation for them so that they can concentrate
their time and skills into solving the business-specific
problems of each individual client maximizing the
value that they add to each assignment.
The Building and Theming Drupal Collection
includes two popular eBooks: Front End Drupal:
Designing, Theming, Scripting, by Emma Jane
Hogbin and Konstantin Käfer Drupal's Building
Blocks, by Earl Miles and Lynette Miles This eBook
collection is the definitive, in-depth guide to
customizing Drupal 6 Web sites with front end tips
and tricks and detailed information about the most
powerful site building modules: CCK, Views, and
Panels. This eBook collection includes several stepby-step case studies showing how to build and
customize sites from scratch. Topics include Building
and theming your own custom content types
Creating custom themes Optimizing database query
performance In-depth explanations of advanced
topics such as filters, arguments, and relationships in
panels and views From the guts of Drupal's most
powerful modules, to point-and-click configuration of
your Drupal site, this eBook collection teaches you
what you need to know.
Build and extend flexible Drupal sites and
applications with this up-to-date, expert guide to
Drupal 9 module development Key Features Explore
the essential Drupal 9 APIs for module development
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Learn how to implement data modeling, caching,
architecture, and much more in your Drupal
applications Discover what's new in the latest Drupal
core releases Book Description With its latest
release, Drupal 9, the popular open source CMS
platform has been updated with new functionalities
for building complex Drupal apps with ease. This
third edition of the Drupal Module Development
guide covers these new Drupal features, helping you
to stay on top of code deprecations and the
changing architecture with every release. The book
starts by introducing you to the Drupal 9 architecture
and its subsystems before showing you how to
create your first module with basic functionality.
You'll explore the Drupal logging and mailing
systems, learn how to output data using the theme
layer, and work with menus and links
programmatically. Once you've understood the
different kinds of data storage, this Drupal guide will
demonstrate how to create custom entities and field
types and leverage the Database API for lower-level
database queries. You'll also learn how to introduce
JavaScript into your module, work with various file
systems, and ensure that your code works on
multilingual sites. Finally, you'll work with Views,
create automated tests for your functionality, and
write secure code. By the end of the book, you'll
have learned how to develop custom modules that
can provide solutions to complex business problems,
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and who knows, maybe you'll even contribute to the
Drupal community! What you will learn Develop
custom Drupal 9 modules for your applications
Master different Drupal 9 subsystems and APIs
Model, store, manipulate, and process data for
effective data management Display data and content
in a clean and secure way using the theme system
Test your business logic to prevent regression Stay
ahead of the curve and write PHP code by
implementing best practices Who this book is for If
you are a Drupal developer looking to learn Drupal 9
to write modules for your sites, this book is for you.
Drupal site builders and PHP developers with basic
object-oriented programming skills will also find this
book helpful. Although not necessary, some
Symfony experience will help with understanding
concepts easily.
A simple yet concise step-by-step tutorial that starts
from scratch and builds up your knowledge with
focused examples that will enable you to set up and
run an e-commerce website.This book is for
beginners and will take you through the installation
and configuration of Drupal Commerce from scratch,
but some familiarity with Drupal 7 will be an
advantage. All examples are based on development
on a local computer – you do not need a hosted
Drupal environment.
Beginning Drupal 8 teaches you how to build,
maintain, and manage Drupal 8-based web sites.
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The book covers what Drupal is, using Drupal when
building a new web site, installing and configuring
Drupal, creating and managing content, managing
users, adding functionality to your web site through
Drupal modules, and advanced topics on using
themes, panels, and views. The book also builds
practical examples of common Drupal sites, such as
a company website, a community website, and a
commerce website, that you can take and expand on
to create your own Drupal 8 sites. By reading this
book, you will understand the power of the Drupal
platform, and why you should be using Drupal if
you're not already. Through following the samples in
the book, you will quickly build your confidence and
your ability to use Drupal. Beginning Drupal 8 gives
you the knowledge necessary to build, deploy, and
manage web sites on Drupal 8.
"This course is perfect for any Drupal user who is
just starting to explore Drupal core and contributed
modules. If you've used some contributed modules
you can now turn to learning how to write your own
custom Drupal 7 module. You should have a
familiarity with Drupal but no experience with
programming Drupal custom modules or PHP is
required to follow this course. Packt video courses
are designed to cover the breadth of the topic in
short, hands-on, task-based videos. Each course is
divided into short manageable sections, so you can
watch the whole thing or jump to the bit you need.
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The focus is on practical instructions and
screencasts showing you how to get the job done.
All videos include hands-on practical examples to
follow along with. This course is geared towards
beginners in Drupal development and anyone who
wants to learn to use Drupal code."--Resource
description page.
This is a fun, informative, hands-on learning guide. It
uses a real case study in an interactive and informal
manner, and presents examples that continue to
build on each other. Clear, concise instructions and
practical examples mean you can learn quickly how
to increase the functionality and value of your web
site. If you are a Drupal developer of any level and
you are waiting to explore Attachment Views, then
this book is for you.
Learn to create and customize impressive Drupal 8
modules to extend your website's functionalities Key
Features Explore a plethora of Drupal 8 APIs and
get the best out of them using the power of PHP
coding Learn to implement efficient data
management and data security by creating
dedicated modules for it. Stay up to date with the
changes introduced in the new Drupal 8 releases
Book Description Drupal 8 comes with a release
cycle that allows for new functionality to be added at
a much faster pace. However, this also means code
deprecations and changing architecture that you
need to stay on top of. This book updates the first
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edition and includes the new functionality introduced
in versions up to, and including 8.7. The book will
first introduce you to the Drupal 8 architecture and its
subsystems before diving into creating your first
module with basic functionality. You will work with
the Drupal logging and mailing systems, learn how to
output data using the theme layer and work with
menus and links programmatically. Then, you will
learn how to work with different kinds of data
storages, create custom entities, field types and
leverage the Database API for lower level database
queries. You will further see how to introduce
JavaScript into your module, work with the various
file systems and ensure the code you write works on
multilingual sites. Finally, you will learn how to
programmatically work with Views, write automated
tests for your functionality and also write secure
code in general. By the end, you will have learned
how to develop your own custom module that can
provide complex business solutions. And who
knows, maybe you'll even contribute it back to the
Drupal community. What you will learn Develop
Drupal 8 modules that do all the things you want
Master numerous Drupal 8 sub-systems and APIs in
the process Model, store, manipulate and process
data to serve your purposes Display data and
content in a clean and secure way using the Drupal
8 theme system Test your business logic to prevent
regressions Stay ahead of the curve and write code
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following the current best practices Who this book is
for The primary target of this book is Drupal
developers who want to learn how to write modules
and develop in Drupal 8. It is also intended for
Drupal site builders and PHP developers who have
basic Object Oriented Programming skills. A little bit
of Symfony experience is helpful but not mandatory.
Downloading the example code for this book You
circa.
If you want your Drupal website to work well on
smartphones, tablets, and desktops, this practical guide
shows you how to incorporate Responsive Web Design
(RWD) with specific Drupal 7 themes. You’ll learn how
to create attractive, easy-to-navigate layouts for
everything from tiny phone screens to 30-inch desktop
monitors—all with the same codebase. Ideal for
experienced Drupal developers, this book takes you
through RWD basics and shows you how to build sites
based on Aurora, Zen, and Omega—three popular base
themes created by Drupal contributors. Whether you’re
creating a new site with RWD or adapting an existing
one, you’ll learn how to become a better, more efficient
Drupal themer. Understand how Responsive Web
Design and CSS media queries work Learn how the
Sass stylesheet language and Compass framework
support RWD Adopt a mobile-first approach to
RWD—and learn why it’s important Get step-by-step
instructions for creating custom subthemes on top of
Aurora, Zen, and Omega Tackle common problems
when building and theming responsive Drupal sites
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Explore alternative options for accommodating
smartphone and tablet users
Build powerful website features for your business and
connect to your customers through blogs, product
catalogs, newsletters, and maps
Drupal 8 brought a release cycle that allows for new
functionality to be added at a much faster pace. This
extends into the new shiny Drupal 9 release. However,
this also means code deprecations and changing
architecture that you need to stay on top of. This book
updates the previous editions and includes the new
functionality introduced in ...
Drupal 7 opens the door for you as a Windows developer
to build Drupal sites—including custom modules—all
without leaving Visual Studio! Pro Drupal 7 for Windows
Developers gives you everything you need to know to
achieve this, whilst drilling down into the advanced topics
that you'll want to master whilst working with Drupal 7 as
a Windows developer. Pro Drupal 7 for Windows
Developers starts with the Drupal page model, which
Windows programmers can contrast against the
ASP.NET page model. You will then explore the various
features of Drupal, including the hook model, theming,
roles, and caching. You'll also discover the data
abstraction layer which lays the foundation for integration
with your enterprise-level databases and external
systems. Pro Drupal 7 for Windows Developers focuses
on the important topics for the programmer coming to
Drupal: An up-to-speed introduction to Drupal for
developers so that they can get past the initial learning
curve most efficiently. Key introductions to the important
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features of Drupal, including the page model, the hook
architecture, the theming layer, and custom module
development. How to work with the Drupal 7 features
you want to work with within the Windows development
environment. Step-by-step tutorials on building, testing,
and deploying custom modules for internal use or for
sharing with the Drupal community. Pro Drupal 7 for
Windows Developers provides a bridge to Drupal for you
as a Windows developer—by speaking your language!
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 9th
IFIP WG 5.11 International Symposium on
Environmental Software Systems, ISESS 2011, held in
Brno, Czech Republic, in June 2011. The 68 revised full
papers presented together with four invited talks were
carefully reviewed and selected from numerous
submissions. The papers are organized in the following
topical sections: eEnvironment and cross-border
services in digital agenda for Europe; environmental
information systems and services - infrastructures and
platforms; semantics and environment; information tools
for global environmental assessment; climate services
and environmental tools for urban planning and climate
change - applications and services.
Drupal is the premier open source content management
system available. It is used for high profile sites such as
TheOnion.com and has been deployed by organizations
such as NASA. Utilizing Drupal, you can create your own
personal blog, a community driven site like Slashdot, or
any other content oriented web site you can imagine. Pro
Drupal Development is a book geared to professionals
that need to deploy and customize Drupal. This book
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deeply delves into the internals of the Drupal system and
teaches the reader everything they will need to know to
deploy a highly customized and optimized Drupal
installation.
Pro Drupal 7 Development updates the most popular
development reference for the release of Drupal 7. With
several new and completely-rewritten essential APIs and
improvements in Drupal 7, this book will not only teach
developers how to write modules ranging from simple to
complex, but also how Drupal itself works. Learn the
Drupal APIs and major changes in Drupal 7 Learn how to
write Drupal modules using the APIs Learn proper
development practices and how to become a contributing
community member
Take your Drupal skills even further with valuable tricks
for making site building truly efficient. In this concise
guide—the third in a series by award-winning designer
Dani Nordin—you’ll learn how to set up your own
development environment, quickly update your modules,
and use version control to protect yourself from
bonehead mistakes. Handle repetitive tasks with ease,
avoid hours of frustration, and devote more time to
pushing the envelope of Drupal design—just by picking up
the basics of a few developer tools. It’s much more than
simple coding; it’s real, honest-to-goodness developer
Ninja Magick. Learn basic commands and use them in
Drupal on the command line Set up your local
development environment, and learn ways to collaborate
on code with others Download modules, themes,
libraries, and more with Drush, the Drupal shell Use Git,
the free version control system, and create a GitHub
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account Pack content types, views, and other
functionality you use often into a custom module with
Features

Drupal 8 Module DevelopmentBuild modules and
themes using the latest version of Drupal 8, 2nd
EditionPackt Publishing Ltd
A thorough introduction that lessens the learning
curve to building sites with Drupal 7 Drupal 7 is the
latest version of the free, open source content
management system Drupal. A powerful content
management system and framework Drupal has an
unfortunate reputation of having a steep learning
curve. This guide to Drupal 7 methodically
demystifies Drupal and shortening the learning
curve. Author Jacob Redding is deeply embedded in
the Drupal community, and walks first-time Drupal
developers through the installation and configuration
of a Drupal system. In-depth information on key
areas of Drupal explore the Drupal hook system,
Drupal's theming layer, and Drupal's API. You'll also
get sample code, and lessons that guide you through
various aspects of Drupal. Introduces you to every
aspect of Drupal 7 Demystifies key areas of Drupal
and shortens the learning curve for even the most
novice beginner Features lessons and sample code
that offer extra insight into a Drupal web site
Exploring simple single website installations and
more advanced multiple site installations that share
users and/or content. Addresses how to use Drupal's
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theming layer to your advantage. With this
comprehensive and clear book by your side, you will
quickly learn to leverage Drupal's impressive power.
If you’re a web programmer, your experiences have
taught you certain lessons—and only some of them
apply well to Drupal. Drupal has its own set of
programming principles that require a different
approach, and many programmers make mistakes
when relying on skills they’ve used for other
projects. This book will show you which
programming techniques you can use—and which
you should avoid—when building web applications
with this popular content management framework.
Updated to cover both Drupal 7 and Drupal 8, the
guidelines in this book demonstrate which
programming practices conform to the "Drupal way"
and which don’t. The book also serves as an
excellent guide for Drupal 7 programmers looking to
make the transition to Drupal 8. Get an overview of
Drupal, including Drupal core and add-on modules
and themes Learn Drupal’s basic programming
principles, such as the ability to customize behavior
and output with hooks Compare Drupal 7 and Drupal
8 programming methods, APIs, and concepts
Discover common Drupal programming
mistakes—and why hacking is one of them Explore
specific areas where you can put your programming
skills to work Learn about the new object-oriented
Drupal 8 API, including plugins and services
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With great power comes... tremendous flexibility.
Drupal is an award-winning open-source Content
Management System, and the feature-packed sixth
release is right around the corner. It's a modular
system, with an elegant hook-based architecture,
and great code. These are a few of the perks that
make Drupal a choice platform for developers who
want the power of an established CMS, but the
freedom to make it work for them. From social
networking to AJAX to e-commerce, the hundreds of
existing modules attest to Drupal's flexibility. When
you create a new module for Drupal, it fits
seamlessly into the look and feel of your overall site.
If you can think it in PHP, you can code it as a
Drupal module.
Over 60 hands-on recipes that get you acquainted
with Drupal 8's features and help you harness its
power About This Book Discover the enhanced
content authoring experience that comes with Drupal
8 and how to customize it Take advantage of the
broadened multilingual and tools of the new version
to provide an internationalized website This step-bystep guide will show you how to deploy from
development, staging, and production of a website
with Drupal 8's brand new configuration
management system Who This Book Is For The
audience of the Drupal 8 Cookbook have been using
Drupal and are ready to get a grasp of what to
expect in Drupal 8. They have worked with Drupal as
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site builders, back-end developers, and front-end
developers and are eager to see what awaits when
they start using Drupal 8. This book will be a
resource that allows them to get started and have a
reference to building new applications with Drupal.
What You Will Learn Extend Drupal through
contributed or custom modules and themes Develop
an internationalized website with Drupal's
multilingual tools Integrate third-party front-end and
back-end libraries with Drupal Turn Drupal into a
web services provider using REST Create a mobilefirst responsive Drupal application Run SimpleTest
and PHPUnit to test Drupal Understand the plugin
system that powers many of Drupal 8's new APIs to
extend its functionality Get to grips with the
mechanics of the configuration management system
and the ability to import and export site configuration
In Detail Began as a message board, Drupal today is
open source software maintained and developed by
a community of over 1,000,000 users and
developers. Drupal is used by numerous local
businesses to global corporations and diverse
organizations all across the globe. With Drupal 8's
exciting features it brings, this book will be your go-to
guide to experimenting with all of these features
through helpful recipes. We'll start by showing you
how to customize and configure the Drupal
environment as per your requirements, as well as
how to install third-party libraries and then use them
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in the Drupal environment. Then we will move on to
creating blocks and custom modules with the help of
libraries. We will show you how to use the latest
mobile-first feature of Drupal 8, which will help you
make your apps responsive across all the major
platforms. This book will also show you how to
incorporate multilingual facilities in your sites, use
web services and third-party plugins with your
applications from inside Drupal 8, and test and
deploy your apps. Style and approach This practical,
recipe-based book will provide you with actionable
techniques and methods to improve your existing
Drupal development skills.
A practical book with plenty of screenshots to guide
you through the many features of multilingual Drupal.
A demo ecommerce site is provided if you want to
practice on a sample site, although you can apply
the techniques learnt in the book directly to your site
too. Any Drupal users who know the basics of
building a Drupal site and are familiar with the Drupal
UI, will benefit from this book. No previous
knowledge of localization or internationalization is
required.
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